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PARIS, 1889. The Exposition Universelle was the perfect opportunity to the amaze the world with the power of electricity. Thanks
to its network of gas streetlights, Paris had already been known as the “city of lights” since the beginning of the 1800s, but the
implementation of electric public lighting left the entire globe awestruck.

You will take on the role of one of the city’s most important personalities. The success of your endeavors will be guaranteed by ensuring
that the buildings you build and own are bathed in as much light as possible. Inspire artists and surprise both Parisians and visitors alike
with the beauty and wonder of the city’s new lights!

Components
16 SQUARED COBBLESTONE TILES

12 BUILDING PIECES

The bottom side of these tiles shows the color of the
player who will use them (8 for each player). Each
tile is divided into four spaces which can be the tile’s
color, the rival’s color, or mixed-colors, or they can be
Streetlight spaces.
Any space on a Cobblestone tile that does not have a
game piece on top of it is considered a “free” space.
Streetlight spaces on the Cobblestone tiles are also
considered free spaces.

The Building pieces have different shapes and sizes,
and will be placed on the Cobblestone tiles. The size
of a building is determined by the number of spaces it
takes up on the Cobblestone tiles. There are two size-3
buildings, four size-4 buildings, four size-5 buildings,
and two size-6 buildings.

Streetlight
space

Blue
player
space

Orange
player
space

Mixedcolors
space

Orange
player
tiles

14 CHIMNEYS

8 ACTION TOKENS

(7 of each color)

(4 of each color)

Blue
player
tiles

12 ACTION POSTCARDS
1 GAME BOARD (incorporated
into the box)

Setting Up the Game

9 SPECIAL PIECES

F

:

1 Painter pawn
1 Dancer pawn

irst, choose which eight Action cards you will use
to play the game and place them around the board,
face up. For your first few games, we recommend using
those marked with a ). Place the special pieces
together with their corresponding Action postcards.
Leave the Building pieces to the side, within reach of
both players.

1 mixed
Cobblestone space
1 Fountain
tile

1 Statue tile
1 Streetlight tile

1 Large Streetlight tile

1 Annex piece

1 Botanical
Garden
tile

Each player chooses a color (orange or blue) and
takes the 8 cobblestone tiles, 7 chimneys, and 4
Action tokens of their color. Each player shuffles their
Cobblestone tiles and places them face down in a pile.
Then, draw the top tile from your pile and hold it in
your hand so that your opponent cannot see it.
The player who lost the last game of PARIS starts the
game. If it is the first game of the day, the last player
who switched on the lights in any room plays first.
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How to Play
P

aris is played over two different phases.
In the first phase, the players take turns placing their
Cobblestone tiles and taking Building pieces.
In the second phase, the players take turns placing their
buildings on the board or carrying out the actions on
the Action postcards, which may grant them advantages
or victory points. Once the two phases have been
completed, the buildings are scored according to their
size and the number of streetlights that shine on them.
Let’s take a look at the phases in greater detail:

PhaSE 1
PLACING OF COBBLESTONE TILES AND
AWARDING BUILDINGS

T

he players alternate taking turns. During your turn,
look at the Cobblestone tile you have in your hand
and choose one of these two options:
• PLACE YOUR COBBLESTONE
TILE FACE UP on an empty
square on the board and
choose which way it faces.
There are 16 squares on the
board. Each Cobblestone tile
must always be placed so
that it fully occupies just one
square. After placing the tile,
draw the next tile from your
pile and look at it without
letting the other player see it.
• ADD A BUILDING PIECE TO
YOUR RESERVE, by placing
it in front of you. Buildings
are taken from the common
pool during this phase, and
can then be placed on the
board in the next phase. It is
a good idea to have at least 3
or 4 buildings in your reserve
before the beginning of the
second phase.
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This phase ends when the last of the 16 Cobblestone
tiles is placed on the board. The first player to place all
8 of their tiles can simply pass their turns and wait until
the next phase, or, if they wish, continue taking Building
pieces until the other player has placed all eight of their
Cobblestone tiles.

PhaSE 2
PLACE BUILDINGS AND TAKE ACTIONS

T

he first player to place all 8 Cobblestone tiles in Phase 1
will take the first turn in the second phase. Once again,
the players alternate taking turns. On your turn you must
choose one of these two options:
• PLACE ONE OF THE
BUILDINGS in your reserve
on the Cobblestone tiles so
that it occupies only free
spaces of your color or free
mixed-color spaces. Mixedcolor spaces can be occupied
by either player. Buildings can
never be placed on Streetlight
spaces. When you place a
building on the board, put one of your chimneys on top
of it to show who owns it.
• ACTIVATE AN ACTION
POSTCARD Choose one of the
face-up postcards next to the
board. You may use the action
shown on that postcard. Then,
flip the card over and place
one of your Action tokens on
top of it to show that it has been used. No one can use
this Action postcard again for the rest of the game. See
the last page of this booklet for the specific rules for each
of these actions.
Note: You may activate an Action postcard without
performing its action. This may be a strategic move to
limit your adversary’s options.
The second phase of the game comes to an end when
neither of the players can place any more buildings and all
8 Action tokens have been used.

Scoring
O

nce the second phase has been completed, each
player adds up their victory points:

+ ILLUMINATED BUILDINGS. Each player multiplies the
size of each of their buildings (the size is the number of
spaces it occupies) by the number of Streetlights that cast
light upon it. Each Streetlight illuminates the four spaces
around it, but not those diagonal to it. Each Streetlight can
illuminate two or more buildings, as long as it is adjacent
to all of them. However, a Streetlight can only be counted
once for each building, even if it lights up more than one
space occupied by that building. A building that is not lit up
by any Streetlights does not award any points.
+ LARGEST BUILDING GROUP. Each player determines
the size of their largest single group of buildings. Buildings
form a group if they are in contact with other buildings
that belong to the same player, with at least one side of
the spaces they occupy touching (diagonal contact does
not count). You score 1 victory point for each space your
largest group of buildings occupies (i.e., the total sum of
all those buildings’ sizes). It does not matter if the Buildings
are illuminated by Streetlights or not.
- UNBUILT BUILDINGS. Each player loses 3 points for
every Building piece that they reserved in the first phase
but were not able to place on the board during the
second phase.
+ ACTION POSTCARDS. Each player checks
whether any of the Action postcards they marked
with their Action tokens have this stamp. If they do,
those cards grant them additional victory points.
The player who gets the most points is the winner! If
there is a tie, the player with the most visible free spaces
of their color on the Cobblestone tiles wins.
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Scoring Example
The ORANGE player scores:

The BLUE player scores:

• LLUMINATED BUILDINGS. 6 points for Building A
(1 Streetlight × size 6) + 21 points for Building B
(3 Streetlights × size 7—thanks to the Annex) + 6
points for Building C (3 Streetlights × size 2). Total: 33
points.

• ILLUMINATED BUILDINGS. 10 points for Building D
(2 Streetlights × size 5) + 12 points for Building E
(3 Streetlights × size 4) + 12 points for Building F
(3 Streetlights × size 4) + 9 points for Building G
(3 Streetlights × size 3) + 0 points for Building H
(0 Streetlights × size 3). Total: 43 points.

• LARGEST BUILDING GROUP. The size of Buildings
A+B+C. Total: 15 points.
• UNBUILT BUILDINGS. Two buildings were not placed,
which would subtract 6 points. However, the player
has used the Sacré-Coeur. Total: 0 points.
• ACTION CARDS. None are applicable. Total: 0 points.

GRAND TOTAL: 48 POINTS.

• LARGEST BUILDING GROUP. The size of Building
D+E+F. Total: 13 points.
• UNBUILT BUILDINGS. One building was not placed, so
3 points are subtracted. Total: -3 points.
• ACTION CARDS. The blue player gets 4 points for Le
Peintre (I) since 2 Streetlights shine in his area. Total:
4 points.

GRAND TOTAL: 57 POINTS.

A
D
E
H

B
F
G
C

I

Action Postcards

(optionals)

MOULIN ROUGE
The presence of these famous Parisian
dancers catches the eye of passers-by.
Immediately place the Dancer piece
on the board so that it occupies a
Cobblestone space of your color. At
the end of the game, you will receive
1 additional victory point for each
free Cobblestone space in the area
occupied by the Dancer (the space
she occupies is considered to be free
as well). Her area is defined by the
edges of the board, the buildings,
streetlights, and any other game piece
that covers a Cobblestone space (such
as a Streetlight or the Painter).
FONTAINE DES MERS
Take the Fountain tile and
immediately place it on a
Cobblestone space of your color or
mixed-colors. At the end of the game,
you get 3 additional points for each
of your buildings that is in contact
with the sides of the Fountain.

Credits
Author: José Antonio Abascal
Illustrator: Oriol Hernández
Graphic designer: Jordi Roca
Editing: Marc Figueras and Marià Pitarque
Translation: Andrew Campbell
English Language Revision: William Niebling
Publisher: David Esbrí

LE PENSEUR
Take the Statue tile and immediately
place it on a Cobblestone space of
your color, leaving at least one other
free space in front of it so that people
can admire it as they go by. At the
end of the game, you get 2 points
for each free Cobblestone space of
your color that touches a side of the
Statue and 1 point for each space that
touches it diagonally. If the space in
front of the statue is occupied, you
receive no points for the Statue.
LA GRANDE LUMIÈRE
Take the Large Streetlight and
immediately place it on a Streetlight
space. This Streetlight will light up
all the spaces shown on the card.
Buildings block the light from any
other buildings that may be behind
them. Any other pieces do not block
the light.

Action Postcards

(First games)

LEVITATION
Switch one of the Building pieces in
your reserve for another one from the
common pool. Immediately place the
new building according to the normal
rules.

METROPOLITAIN
Place an Action token on this card
(which counts as having already
been used), but do not flip the card
over yet. On your next turn, you may
place a building so that it covers an
empty Streetlight space, then flip
over this card.

JARDIN DES PLANTES
This piece has all the effects of a
size 2 building. Place it on the board
immediately so that it is occupying
free Cobblestone spaces of your
color or mixed-color spaces and
place a chimney of your color on top
of it.

SACRÉ COEUR
The player who uses this card will not
= 0 have any victory points subtracted at
the end of the game for any buildings
left over in their reserve.

LE PEINTRE
Capturing the play of light as it falls on the
buildings of Paris, this artist has dedicated
himself to painting the shiny new face of
the city on his canvases. Place the Painter
piece on the board so that it occupies a free
Cobblestone space of your color. At the
end of the game, you will get 2 additional
points for each Streetlight located in the
area occupied by the painter. This area is
defined by the edges of the board and the
buildings. None of the game pieces besides
these two things limit the area of the painter,
such as Streetlights, the Fountain, the
Dancer, or the Statue.
CHARTIER
Take the Mixed-color Cobblestone tile
and add it to your supply. On any of your
following turns, you may place this tile
so that it covers a Cobblestone space of
your opponent’s color, and immediately
place a building or Fountain piece on it.
BOUQUINISTES SUR LA SEINE
Take the Annex piece and immediately
place it on a Cobblestone space of your
color, so that it touches one side of one of
your buildings. It is an Annex that increases
the size of that building by 1.
LAMPADAIRE
Take the Streetlight tile and immediately place
it on a Cobblestone space of your color.

